ABSTRACT. We use the minimal coupling procedure of Sternberg and Weinstein and our pseudo-symplectic capacity theory to prove that every closed symplectic submanifold in any symplectic manifold has an open neighborhood with finite (π1-sensitive) Hofer-Zehnder symplectic capacity. Consequently, the Weinstein conjecture holds near closed symplectic submanifolds in any symplectic manifold.
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
The existence of periodic orbits of Hamiltonian flows near a closed symplectic submanifold was recently studied by several authors, (cf. [2, 6, 11, 17, 35] ). This question is closely related to the following: Question 1.1. Does every compact symplectic submanifold B in any symplectic manifold (M, ω) have a neighborhood with finite (π 1 -sensitive) Hofer-Zehnder symplectic capacity?
A positive answer to Question 1.1 has some nice applications in symplectic topology and Hamiltonian dynamics. For example, it directly implies the existence of (contractible)
Hamiltonian periodic orbits on a generic hypersurface near the symplectic submanifold.
For a closed symplectic submanifold B of a geometrically bounded symplectic manifold (M, ω), if (M, ω) is symplectically aspherical, that is, ω| π 2 (M ) = 0 and c 1 (T M )| π 2 (M ) = 0, Cieliebak, Ginzburg and Kerman [2] used symplectic homology to show that for a smooth function H : M → R which attains an isolated minimum on B, the levels {H = ǫ} carry contractible periodic orbits for a dense set of small values ǫ > 0. Under the same assumptions, it was proved by Ginzburg and Gürel in [6] that for a sufficiently small neighborhood U of B, there is a constant C = C(U ) such that the Hamiltonian flow of every smooth function H supported in U with min B H > C has a nontrivial contractible periodic orbit of period less than or equal to one. In [25, Corollary 1.3] , Macarini showed that for a closed symplectic submanifold B of any geometrically bounded symplectic manifold (M, ω), there exists a neighborhood U of B in M such that if H is a proper Hamiltonian on U and constant on B, then H has periodic orbits with contractible projection on B on almost all energy levels. Recently Schlenk [35] generalized Hofer's energy-capacity inequality and used it to prove that for a closed submanifold B in geometrically bounded and stably strongly semipositive symplectic manifolds, if either dim B < codimB, or dim B = codimB and B is not Lagrangian, then B has a small open neighborhood with finite (π 1 -sensitive) HoferZehnder capacity. In [17] the author introduced the pseudo symplectic capacity theory and used it to answer affirmably Question 1.1 for any closed symplectic submanifold of codimension two in any symplectic manifold.
Very recently, motivated by these and a very useful formula for the Hofer-Zehnder symplectic capacity of the product of a symplectic manifold and the standard symplectic ball, (cf. [4, 8, [15] [16] [17] 28] ), Kerman [11] proposed the following. Here U R is defined as follows. Let π : (E, σ E ) → B be the symplectic normal bundle of B in (M, ω), and J E ∈ J (E, σ E ), where J (E, σ E ) is the space of all complex structures on the vector bundle E → B compatible with σ E , (cf. [29, page 69] ). Denote by g E = σ E • (1 × J E ) the Hermitian metric on E. Then with a Hermitian connection ∇ on E, one can extend a canonical fiberwise 1-form α E on E \ B defined by α E (b, v)(·) = g E (v, v) −1 σ E (b)(v, ·) to a genuine 1-form α on E \ B. In [11] , U R = {(b, v) ∈ E | g E (b)(v, v) ≤ R 2 } equipped with the symplectic form ω| B + d(g E (v, v)α) was called a symplectic tubular neighborhood of B.
Clearly, by Weinstein's symplectic neighborhood theorem, Question 1.2 implies Question 1.1 since U R is symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of B in (M, ω) for R > 0 small enough. Using Floer homology, Kerman [11] affirmably answered Question 1.2 for the closed symplectic submanifold B of dimension 2m and codimension 2k in a geometrically bounded, symplectically aspherical manifold (M, ω) whose unit normal bundle S(E) is homologically trivial in degree 2m in the sense that H 2m (S(E), Z 2 ) = H 2m (B, Z 2 ) ⊕ H 2(m−k)+1 (B, Z 2 ). Actually Questions 1.1, 1.2 may be viewed as special cases of a general question: how to compute the symplectic capacities of a symplectic fibration equipped with a compatible symplectic form, which was proposed by C. Viterbo to the author during his visit to Institut des HautesÉtudes Scientifiques (IHES) in Spring 1999.
The proof of in [17, Theorem 1.24] , which was partially motivated by [1, 31] , consists of three steps. The first step is to construct a suitable projective bundle over the submanifold and a symplectic form on the total space of the projective bundle such that the symplectic submanifold has a neighborhood symplectomorphic to that of the zero section in the projective bundle. Then we proved that the total space of the projective bundle is symplectically uniruled with respect to the chosen symplectic form. Finally, the desired result follows from the properties of our pseudo symplectic capacity developed in that paper. Since we there considered the symplectic submanifold B of codimension two, its symplectic normal bundle has real rank 2, and thus may be viewed a (complex) line bundle. The projectivized bundle of sum of the latter and trivial complex line bundle is a CP 1 -bundle, and it is not hard to construct a symplectic form on the total space of it for which this CP 1 -bundle is symplectically uniruled and naturally contains B as a symplectic submanifold with the symplectic normal bundle being isomorphic to that of B in the original symplectic manifold. For the symplectic submanifolds of higher codimension, the construction of the expected symplectic form on that kind of projective bundles needs be elaborated. This can be completed with the construction of the minimal coupling by Sternberg and Weinstein. To the knowledge of the author Polterovich, [31] first used the coupling form in the study of symplectic topology.
It had been furthermore used in [32] (also see [33] ) and [3] .
To state our results, we need to review several notions. Firstly, for the conveniences of the readers, we recall the definition of the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity c • HZ . It was introduced by the author [15, 16] (denoted byC HZ ), and Schwarz [36] independently.
Recall that in [9] , a smooth real function H on a symplectic manifold (M, ω) is called admissible if there exist an nonempty open subset U and a compact subset K ⊂ M \ ∂M such that (a) H| U = 0 and H| M \K = max H;
(c)ẋ = X H (x) has no nonconstant fast periodic solutions.
Here X H is defined by i X H ω = dH, and "fast" means "of period less than 1". Denote by H ad (M, ω) the set of admissible Hamiltonians on (M, ω). The Hofer-Zehnder symplectic capacity of (M, ω) is defined by c HZ (M, ω) = sup {max H | H ∈ H ad (M, ω)}. If the condition (c) in the definition of the admissibility is replaced by the condition (c)
has no nonconstant fast and contractible periodic solutions, the corresponding function H is said to be 0-admissible. Let H • ad (M, ω) be the set of 0-admissible Hamiltonians on (M, ω). Then the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity of (M, ω) is defined by
It always holds that
for them and the Gromov symplectic width W G .
Recall that a symplectic fibration Π : M → B with symplectic fibre (F, σ) is a fibration whose structure group is a subgroup of Symp(F, σ). In this case, for any local trivialization Φ : Π −1 (U ) → U × F and any b ∈ U , there exists a natural symplectic form σ b = Φ * b σ on the fiber F b which is independent of the choice of the local trivialization Φ, where Φ b : F b → F is the restriction of Φ to F b followed by the projection onto F . A symplectic form ω on M is said to be compatible with the symplectic fibration
Let π : (E,ω) → B be a 2n-dimensional symplectic vector bundle over a compact symplectic manifold (B, β) (with or without boundary). It may be naturally viewed as a symplectic fibration with symplectic fibre (R 2n , ω std ), and hence each fibre E b carries a natural symplectic structure (ω std ) b , (cf. Section 3 for details). Throughout this paper, we use ω std (or ω (n) std if necessary) to denote the standard symplectic form on R 2n . With aω-compatible complex structure J E ∈ J (E,ω), one gets a Hermitian structure (ω, J E , g J E ) on E. Denote by F : U(E) → B the bundle of unitary frames of E. It is a principal U (n)-bundle, and E is an associated bundle, E = U(E) × U (n) C n , (see (3.18) for an explicit identification). Hereafter, the unitary group U (n) acts on C n via
This action is Hamiltonian with respect to ω std , and has the moment map
after identifying the Lie algebra u(n) = T In U (n) with its dual u(n) * via the inner product
the open disk bundle of radius ε > 0. Here B 2n (ǫ) = {z ∈ C n | |z| < ε}. Let A(U(E))
be the affine space of all connection (u(n)-value) 1-forms on U(E). By the construction due to Sternberg and Weinstein, cf., Theorem 3.2(8 • ), for each A ∈ A(U(E)) there is
and that the symplectic normal bundle of the zero section
For each t > 0 let
It restricts to t(ω std ) b on each fibre D ε 0 (E) b , and for every 0 < ε < ε 0 there is t 0 = t 0 (A, ε) > 0 such thatω t A is also symplectic in D ε (E) for each 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε), the reader may refer to Theorems 3.3(v). The pair (D ε (E),ω t A ) is our symplectic tubular neighborhood of B. Our main result is the following theorem. 
for any 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A) and 0 < t < t 0 (ε, A). Furthermore 
From the proof of Theorem 1.3, it is easily seen that for the above
) there exist 0 < ǫ ≪ ε and a symplectic embedding from
) which maps the zero section 0 E onto 0 E . Conversely, there exist 0 < r ≪ R and a symplectic embedding from (U r , ω|
A ) mapping the zero section 0 E onto 0 E . It is well known that the Hofer-Zehnder capacity and pseudo symplectic capacity are closely related to the famous Weinstein conjecture in [40] , (cf. [9, 17] ). Every compact smooth hypersurface S in a symplectic manifold (M, ω) determines a distinguished line bundle T S ⊃ L S → S whose fiber at x ∈ S is given by T x S ∩ (T x S) ω . A closed characteristic of S is an embedded circle P ⊂ S satisfying T P = L S | P . The hypersurface S is said to be of contact type if there exists a Liouville vector field X (i.e., L X ω = ω) in some neighborhood of it which is transversal to S everywhere. Weinstein [40] conjectured that every hypersurface S of contact type in symplectic manifolds carries a closed characteristic. After Viterbo [39] first proved it in the standard Euclidean symplectic space this conjecture was proved in many symplectic manifolds, (cf. [5, 17, 35] and the references therein for a detailed description of the progress on this question. As a direct consequence of (1.9), we get the following corollary. So Corollary 1.4 generalizes the corresponding results in [2, 6, 11, 17, 25] . The proof from (1.9) to Corollary 1.4 is standard, see [10, 26, 38] . Another direct consequence of (1.9) is the following corollary. 
This implies the existence of contractible periodic orbits of a charge on the symplectic manifold N subject to the magnetic field σ on almost every sufficiently small energy level.
A more general result was recently obtained in [35] by a different method. The reader may also find some related interesting results in [11] . Equation (1.9) also implies some nonsqueezing phenomenon in symplectic geometry which was first discovered by Gromov in his celebrated paper [7] . For example, it implies that a given standard symplectic ball (B 2n (r), ω std ) can not be symplectically embedded in a small neighborhood of a closed symplectic submanifold in any symplectic manifold of dimension 2n.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we first review the minimal coupling procedure by Sternberg and Weinstein following [37, Appendix] , and then prove the main result Theorem 2.5 therein. In Section 3, we shall construct the symplectic forms on the total space of the projectivized bundle of sum of the symplectic normal bundle and the trivial line bundle, and study their properties. Schlenk and Ramadas Ramakrishnan for some related discussions. The author would like to thank Professor Leonid Polterovich for mailing me his lovely book [33] and for very valuable improvement suggestions, and he would like to thank Ely Kerman for sending me his preprint. Thanks are also due to the anonymous referee, whose comments and corrections improved the exposition.
MINIMAL COUPLING AND SYMPLECTIC REDUCTION
In this section, we first briefly review how to use the minimal coupling form procedure of Sternberg and Weinstein to construct the symplectic structures on the associated bundle, and then point out some properties of such symplectic structures. Those properties are needed in our arguments and are easily proved. Our main reference is [37, Appendix] .
Let G be a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g, and ·, · denote the pairing between the dual Lie algebra g * and g. 
Clearly, for a Hamiltonian G-subspace N ⊂ M of (M, ω), the moment map of the G-action on (M, ω) restricts to that of the induced G-action on (N, ω| N ). By Theorem 2.1 one easily gets the following proposition. Now let π P : P → B be a principal G-bundle over a compact symplectic manifold (B, β), and π 2 : P × g * → g * be the natural projection to the second factor. Every connection 1-form A ∈ A(P ) yields a corresponding minimal coupling form on P × g * defined by
Proposition 2.2. For a Hamiltonian G-subspace N of (M, ω), if 0 is also a regular value of µ G | N and G also acts freely and properly on
By the transformation properties of connections, π 2 , A and hence δ A is G-invariant under
Moreover, the injection ι :
It is also easily checked that δ A is nondegenerate at all points of ι(P ).
Theorem 2.3. Under the above assumptions, there exists a neighborhood W of zero in
g * (which depends on A and on the principal bundle π P , and can also be required to be invariant under the coadjoint action of G) such that the following hold.
(i) The minimal coupling form δ A restricts to a symplectic form on P × W.
(ii) The action of G on P × g * given by (2.2) is Hamiltonian with respect to δ A on P × W and has the moment map, −π 2 : P × g * → g * .
(iii) For two different connection 1-forms A 1 and A 2 on P , let W 1 (resp., W 2 ) be the corresponding neighborhood of zero in g * such that the minimal coupling form
that not only commutes with the action of G but also restricts to the identity on P × {0}.
Theorem 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, furthermore assume that (F, σ) is a
Hamiltonian G-space with moment map µ F G :
Then the diagonal action of G on W := (P ×W)×F is Hamiltonian and the corresponding moment map is given by
Moreover, there exists a symplectic form ω A on the total space of the associated fibre bundle Indeed, it is easy to check that 0 is a regular value of µ W G , and that
A satisfies the desired requirements. Note that shrinking W while preserving (2.3), one obtains the same symplectic form ω A on P × G F . The following theorem summarizes some related properties of the above constructions. Their proofs are easy, (cf. [23] ). ) for all g ∈ G and x ∈ F ♯ , then the bundle embedding
(ii) If F is a vector space and µ F G (0) = 0, then the zero section
(iii) For any compact symplectic submanifold B • ⊂ B, (since the connection form A can always restrict to a connection form on the restriction principal bundle
is exactly equal to the symplectic form constructed in the above method from the restriction of the connection form A on the principal G subbundle 
Since the G-action is also Hamiltonian with respect to ε 2 σ and the corresponding moment µ ε G = ε 2 µ G : F → g * , one can always obtain a family of deformedly equivalent symplectic forms
Here the reason that we use ε 2 σ (and thus ε 2 µ F G ), instead of εσ (and εµ F G ), will be seen in next section.
SYMPLECTIC FORMS ON PROJECTIVE BUNDLES
In this section, we shall construct two families of symplectic forms on the disk bundle and projective bundle, and give their properties. Firstly, a 2n-dimensional symplectic vector bundle π : (E,ω) → B may be naturally viewed as a symplectic fibration with symplectic fibre (R 2n , ω std ). Letω std denote the standard skew-symmetric bilinear map on R 2n . Taking any J E ∈ J (E,ω) and setting
, one gets a Hermitian structure (ω, J E , g J E ) on E, (cf. [29] ). Then one can choose an open cover {U α } α∈Λ of B such that for each α ∈ Λ there exists a unitary trivialization
Here g std and J std are the standard inner product and complex structure on R 2n , respectively. As a symplectic fibration E → B, each fibre E b carries a natural symplectic structure
is a real vector space isomorphism, we may identify u(n) * with u(n) and Ad * g with Ad g −1 . It is under such identifications that the moment map of the action of U (n) on (C n , ω std ) in (1.2) is given by (1.3).
Let J FS be the standard complex structure on the n-dimensional complex projective space CP n = (C n+1 − {0})/C * . The standard action of U(n + 1) on C n+1 as in ( 1.2) induces a natural one on CP n :
for any [z 0 , · · · , z n ] ∈ CP n and U ∈ U (n + 1). Let ω FS be the unique U(n + 1)-invariant
Kähler form on CP n associated with the Fubini-Study metric which has integration π on
The action in (3.4) is Hamiltonian with respect to ω FS , and in homogeneous
Identifying u(n + 1) * with u(n + 1) via the isomorphism as in (3.3), the moment map
Consider the Lie group inclusion homomorphism
we easily get the following proposition.
is Hamiltonian and the moment map µ ′′ U (n) : CP n → u(n) is given by
Here Z = (z 0 , · · · , z n−1 ) and u(n) * has been identified with u(n) via (3.3) .
Using the action in (3.8), one can form a CP n -bundle (3.10)
which is exactly the projective bundle P(E ⊕ C). Denote by (3.11) Z 0 := P({0} ⊕ C) and Z ∞ := P(E ⊕ {0})
the zero section and divisor at infinity respectively. The symplectic embedding
and hence induces an embedding (3.14)
that maps the zero sections
Theorem 3.2.
For each given connection 1-form A on F : U(E) → B, there exist a small ε 0 = ε 0 (F, A) > 0 and two smooth families of (compatible) symplectic forms {ω Aε | 0 < ε < ε 0 } 1 on D 1 (E), and {Ω Aε | 0 < ε < ε 0 } on P(E ⊕ C) such that the following properties hold:
1 Hereafter the subscript Aε does not mean to multiply A by ε!
More precisely, for any b ∈ B,
where (ω std ) b is defined by (3.2) , and (ω FS ) b comes from P(E ⊕ C) being a symplectic fibration with symplectic fibre (CP n , ω FS ). So the symplectic forms ω Aε and Ω Aε are compatible with the symplectic fibrations.
(4 • ) The zero section Z 0 and the divisor Z ∞ at infinity are symplectic submanifolds in
If P is the trivial principal bundle P = B × U (n) and A is taken as the connection form A can of the canonical flat connection in P given by Theorem 2.5(iv), then for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (P, A can ), the symplectic form ω Acanε (resp.,
there exists a unique symplectic formω A on D ε 0 (E) such that for each 0 < ε < ε 0 ,
is a symplectomorphism.
(9 • ) For any two different connection forms A 1 and A 2 on F : U(E) → B, 0 < ε ≪ min{ε 0 (F, A 1 ), ε 0 (F, A 2 )}, and 0 < δ ≤ 1, there exist fibre bundle isomorphisms
Proof. The proofs can be obtained by Theorem 2.5 directly. We only outline them. By the explicit equivalence between U(E) × U (n) C n → B and E → B given by
is a unitary frame of E b , for any ǫ > 0, we can write
For a given connection A on the principal bundle F :
the largest open neighborhood of zero in u(n) * so that the corresponding minimal coupling form δ A is symplectic in U(E) × W. Since Cl(B 2n (1)) and CP n are compact, by (3.6) and Proposition 3.1, we can choose
for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ). (For example ones can take ε 0 to be the supremum of ε > 0 satisfying the inclusion relations in (3.20).) Now applying Theorem 2.4 to the cases P = U(E) and
Note that (3.13) means that the symplectic embedding ϕ in (3.12) commutes with the Hamiltonian actions in (1.2) and (3.8). Condition (2 • ) follows from Theorem 2.5(i).
The conclusion in (3 • ) is easily derived from Theorem 2.5(ii). It precisely says
is invariant under the action in (3.8). By Theorem 2.5(i),
Z ∞ is a symplectic submanifold in (P(E ⊕ C), Ω Aε ). Since the symplectic embedding ϕ P in (2 • ) maps the zero section 0 E onto Z 0 = P({0} ⊕ C), Z 0 is a symplectic submanifold in easily be obtained by Theorem 2.5(i). Finally, we prove ( 
Similarly, by Theorem 3.2(4 • ), we easily get that Ω Aε | Z 0 = β after identifying Z 0 ≡ 0 E ≡ B. It follows that we can also write
Note that the almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C) constructed by (4.15) is not neces-
sarily Ω Aε -tamed. However we can show that for sufficiently small t > 0 the closed 2-form P * β + tΓ Aε is also symplectic and tame this J (see Lemma 4.2). Hence we are led to the following strengthened version of Theorem 3.2, whose precise statement is needed in the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 3.3.
Under the assumption of Theorem 3.2, for each 0 < ε < ε 0 , there exists a small t 0 = t 0 (A, ε) > 0 such that for each 0 < t < t 0 the form
is a symplectic form on D 1 (E) (resp. P(E ⊕ C)), where τ Aε and Γ Aε are given by (3.21) and (3.22) , respectively. Moreover, they also satisfy the following properties.
(iv) The zero section Z 0 = P({0}⊕C) is a symplectic submanifold in (P(E ⊕C), Ω t Aε ).
(v) Let the closed two-formω t A be defined by (1.6) . Then for any 0 < ε < ε 0 (A, F) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε),ω t A is symplectic in D ε (E) and
is also a symplectomorphism.
(vi) For any compact symplectic submanifold B • ⊂ B of codimension zero, as in (3.23) there exist a small t • 0 (A, ε) > 0 and two families of symplectic forms,
Aε (resp., Ω •t Aε ) is equal to the restriction of ω t Aε (resp., Ω t Aε ) to
(viii) If P = B × U (n) and A = A can are as in Theorem 3.2(7 • ), then for any 0 < ε < ε 0 (P, A can ), one can take t 0 (A can , ε) = ∞ andω t Acanε = β ⊕ (tε 2 ω std ) for each t > 0.
Proof. We firstly prove that Ω t Aε = P * β + tΓ Aε are symplectic forms on P(E ⊕ C) for sufficiently small t > 0. For any x ∈ P(E ⊕ C) let (3.27)
Then it is equal to T x P(E ⊕ C) b , where b = P(x). Since each fibre is a symplectic submanifold, the subspace of T x P(E ⊕ C),
is not only symplectic, but also a horizontal complement of V x , i.e., (3.29)
is a symplectic direct sum decomposition and the projection
is a bijection. By Lemma 4.2, we have an almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C) and a smallt > 0 such that Ω t Aε (X, JX) > 0 for any nonzero X ∈ T P(E ⊕ C) and t ∈ (0,t]. So, such Ω t Aε must be nondegenerate. Then the desired t 0 can be taken as the supremum of t > 0 for which all Ω t Aε are nondegenerate for any t ∈ (0,t]. The conclusions for ω t Aε can be proved in the same way (by constructing an almost complex structure on the compact bundle Cl(D 1 (E)) as in (4.15)). Of course we can shrink t 0 if necessary.
Conditions (i), (iii), (iv) and (viii) are obvious. To see (ii), note that ϕ * P (P * β) = π * (ϕ * P β). So ϕ * P Ω Aε = ω Aε if and only if ϕ * P Γ Aε = τ Aε . The desired conclusion follows immediately.
To prove (v), we still use π to denote the bundle projections from D 1 (E) and D ε (E) to B. Then π • ψ ε = π, and hence dπ • dψ ε = dπ. In particular, we have
For any x ∈ D 1 (E) and y ∈ D ε (E) let (3.32)
. These imply that
Hence (3.31) and (3.33) together show that ψ * εω t A = ω t Aε for any t. But ω t Aε is symplectic in D 1 (E) for any t ∈ (0, t 0 ). Henceω t A is symplectic in D ε (E) for each 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). The desired conclusion is proved.
Condition (vi) easily follows from Theorem 3.2(6 • ) and the proof of (v) above.
Finally, since π • ϕ ε = π and P • Φ ε = P, as in the proof of (v) ones can derive (vii) from Theorem 3.2(9 • ) easily.
PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
We briefly review the definition of the pseudo symplectic capacity of the Hofer-Zehnder type introduced by author in [17] . See [18] - [21] for more estimates and applications.
For a connected symplectic manifold (M, ω) of dimension at least 4 and two nonzero homology classes α 0 , α ∞ ∈ H * (M ; Q), we say that a smooth function H : M → R is (α 0 , α ∞ )-admissible (resp., (α 0 , α ∞ ) • -admissible) if there exist two compact submanifolds P and Q of M with connected smooth boundaries and of codimension zero such that the following condition groups (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) (resp., (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and 
the reader may refer to [13, 22] for details. (In the latter paper, we used the cohomology and denoted GW the GW-invariants. It is easily translated into the homology while M is a closed manifold.) We also define
Based on [13] , we proved in [17, Theorem 1.10] that 
and, in particular, one has
HZ (M, ω; pt, α)
and corresponding to (4.11) , one has
HZ (M, ω; pt, α).
We now construct a class of almost complex structures on P(E ⊕C). The readers will see why we need Theorem 3.3. Note that every given Riemannian metric P(E ⊕ C) naturally restricts to a natural Riemannian metric g b on the fibre P(E ⊕ C) b for each b ∈ B. Using the standard method, (cf. [29, page 64]) one gets a compatible almost complex structure
Take another compatible almost complex structure J B ∈ J (B, β). By (3.30), we can obtain its horizontal lift J B to H:
where b = P(x). Then using the decomposition (3.29), we may define an almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C) as follows:
Lemma 4.2. J is Ω t Aε -tamed for sufficiently small t > 0.
Proof. For any nonzero
and the equality above (3.29) , that is,
is compact, and by (3.30) the projection dP(x) is a bijection, it easily follows that for a given ǫ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a 0 <t ≤ t 0 such that
for all t ∈ (0,t] and any X ∈ T P(E ⊕ C). Note that J b is compatible with (ω FS ) b . The desired claim is proved.
Note that the almost complex structure J in (4.15) satisfies dP • J = J B • dP. That is, the projection P is holomorphic with respect to the almost complex structures J and J B .
In terms of [27, Definition 2.8], we say that the almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C)
is fibred with respect to J B . For such an almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C), any Jholomorphic curve in P(E ⊕ C) representing a homology class of fiber must sit entirely in a fiber. By the following remark each J b can be chosen as a canonical one such that for the corresponding almost complex structure J, the projection P :
an almost complex fibration with fibre (CP n , J FS ) in the sense of [1, Definition 6.3.A].
Remark 4.3. The above almost complex structure
chosen as canonical one as done in [1] . Namely, a Hermitian vector bundle may yield a canonical (almost) complex structure on each fibre of its projective bundle. For every J E ∈ J (E,ω) one has a corresponding almost complex structure on P(E), J can which restricts to an almost complex structure
Recall that in [17 (3.23) , it holds that every symplectic manifold (P(E ⊕ C), Ω t Aε ) is strong 0-symplectic uniruled. More precisely, the GW-invariant
where L denotes the class of the line in the fiber of P(E ⊕ C).
We put off its proof to the end of this paper. 
for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (A, F) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). In particular, the π 1 -sensitive HoferZehnder capacity
for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). Furthermore, for a given connection form A ′ on U(E) which is flat near some symplectically embedded ball in (B, β) of radius being the symplectic radius of (B, β), and each
it holds that Proof.
Step 1. Proving (4.21) . Firstly, note that (4.9) and (4.19) directly yields (4.20) because Ω t Aε (L) = πtε 2 . Next, by Theorem 3.3(v) we have
for any 0 < ε < ε 0 (A, F) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). By the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration, we can easily derive that the embedding ϕ P : D δ (E) → P(E ⊕ C) induces an injective homomorphism π 1 (D δ (E)) → π 1 (P(E ⊕ C)) for any 0 < δ < 1. Applying (4.13)
for any 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). Here the second inequality comes from (4.20) . Note that (4.4) and Theorem 3.3(ii) imply
for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). Setting δ → 1 and using the definition of c • HZ , we obtain that
for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A) and 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). Now the desired (4.21) follows from (4.24) and (4.27) directly.
Step 2. Proving (4.23) . Let dim B = 2k. Take a symplectic embedding Υ : (B 2k (r), ω std ) → (B, β), where r = W G (B, β) is the Gromov symplectic radius.
Since U(E)| Υ(B 2k (r)) can be trivialized, for any small ǫ > 0, we may choose a connection form A ′ on U(E) such that it is flat near ∆ := Cl(Υ(B 2k (r − ǫ))). By Theorem 3.3(vii), for any 0 < ε ≪ min{ε 0 (F, A), ε 0 (F, A ′ )} ≤ 1, 0 < t < min{t 0 (A, ε), t 0 (A ′ , ε)}, and δ ∈ (0, 1], we have a symplectomorphism
which is also a bundle isomorphism. Note that ∆ has the same dimension as B. From the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.2, it is easily observed that
for each 0 < ε < ε 0 (A ′ , F) and 0 < t < t 0 (A ′ , ε). So for any symplectic capacity c
By Theorem 3.3(v), the symplectomorphism (4.30)
for 0 < ε < ε 0 (F, A ′ ) and 0 < t < t 0 (A ′ , ε). Therefore (4.28), (4.29) , and (4.31) yields
Now Theorem 3.3(viii) implies that for any 0 < η < ε 0 (P, A can ) and t > 0, the symplectic
Note that we can choose ε > 0 so small that W G (B, β)/πε 2 > 1 and that we can also assume that t 0 (A ′ , ε) and t 0 (A, ε)
are no more than 1. respectively. To get (1.9), for a given ǫ > 0, we choose t > 0 so small that πtε 2 < ǫ.
Consider the (disk) bundle isomorphism 
Then (1.9) easily follows from this and (1.8).
2
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Since the Gromov-Witten invariants are symplectic deformation invariants, it suffices to prove that (4.19) holds on (P(E ⊕ C), Ω t Aε ) for sufficiently small t > 0. To this end, we need to construct a suitable Ω t Aε -tamed almost complex structure on P(E ⊕ C). Using the standard complex structure i and symplectic structure on C, we get a complex structure J E ⊕ i on E ⊕ C and the corresponding Hermitian structure. As in Remark 4.3, it in turn yields a complex structure on each fibre
. One now has obvious Kähler identifica-
. From it and any compatible almost complex structure J B ∈ J (B, β) we can, as in (4.15), form an almost complex structure J on P(E ⊕ C) which is Ω t Aε -tamed for some sufficiently small 0 < t < t 0 (A, ε). Moreover, the projection P : (P(E ⊕ C), J) → (B, J B ) is an almost complex fibration with fibre (CP n , J FS ) by the final sentence above Remark 4.3. It is well-known 
Note that Z 0 (resp., Z ∞ ) restricts to a single point (resp., the hyperplane CP n−1 ) on
denotes the class of the line in the fiber, for the fibred almost complex structure J just constructed and a given point x ∈ P(E ⊕ C), every J-holomorphic sphere of class L in P(E ⊕ C) passing x must sit in the fiber P(E ⊕ C) b at b = P(x) ∈ B. Therefore, there exists such a unique curve passing x and generically intersecting with Z 0 and Z ∞ . As expected, we arrive at (4.19) for
. Actually, by [1, Proposition 6.3 .B], the J is regular for the class L. So if M(P(E ⊕ C), L, J) is the space of all J-holomorphic spheres in P(E ⊕ C) representing the class L, then M(P(E ⊕ C), L, J)/PSL(2, R) is a compact smooth manifold of dimension dim R B + 2rank R E − 6, and that the dimension condition
is satisfied. It easily follows that the Gromov-Witten invariant (in the sense of [34] )
Since our [17] follows [13] , the GW-invariant in (4.19) is one constructed by Liu-Tian in [13] (also see [22] 
denote this GW-invariant constructed with the virtual moduli cycles. In the remainder of the paper we shall show that it is also equal to 1. (Namely, while some GW-invariant can be simultaneously defined in the methods in [13, 34] , they agree.) Instead of using the method in [21] , we use the method of proof of [17, Proposition 7.6] 
where L b is the class of the line in (ii) The domain Σ has exactly two components Σ 1 = CP 1 and Σ 2 = CP 1 which have a unique intersecting point. f | Σ 1 is nonconstant and Σ 1 only contains a marked point. f | Σ 2 is constant and Σ 2 contains two marked points.
(iii) The domain Σ has exactly two components Σ 1 = CP 1 and Σ 2 = CP 1 which have a unique intersecting point. f | Σ 1 is nonconstant and Σ 1 contains no marked point. f | Σ 2 is constant and Σ 2 contains three marked points.
(iv) The domain Σ has exactly three components Σ 1 = CP 1 , Σ 2 = CP 1 , and Σ 3 = CP 1 . Σ 1 and Σ 2 (resp., Σ 2 and Σ 3 ) has only an intersecting point, and Σ 1 and Σ 3 has no intersecting point. f | Σ 1 is nonconstant and Σ 1 contains no a marked point. f | Σ 2 is constant and Σ 2 contains a marked point. f | Σ 3 is constant and Σ 3 contains two marked points.
Note that in each case, the nonconstant f | Regardless of these, we still adopt the Liu-Tian construction method in [12, 13] to get a system of bundles is transversal to the zero section for η > 0 small enough. Consequently, for generic small t ∈ B η (R m ), the section Φ t : W → E, τ →∂ J τ + t 1 s 1 (τ ) + · · · + t m s m (τ ) is transversal to the zero section. In particular, since J is regular, the section Φ 0 =∂ J is transversal to the zero section. So we do not need to use Liu-Tian method as above and can construct a desired perturbation cycle of M 0,3 (P(E ⊕ C), L, J), which is cobordant to virtual moduli cycles constructed by Liu-Tian method. These are, in detail, explained and developed in general abstract settings in [24] .
